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Analysis of Non-Local Euclidean
Medians and Its Improvement
Zhonggui Sun and Songcan Chen

Abstract—Non-Local Euclidean Medians (NLEM) has recently
been proposed and shows more effective than Non-Local Means
(NLM) in removing heavy noise. In this letter, we find the inconsistency between the two dissimilarity measures in NLEM can affect
its robustness, thus develop an improved version (INLEM) to compensate such an inconsistency. Further, we provide a concise convergence proof for the iterative algorithm used in both NLEM and
INLEM. Finally, our experiments on synthetic and natural images
show that INLEM achieves encouraging results.
Index Terms—Improved non-local Euclidean medians
(INLEM), image denoising, non-local Euclidean medians (NLEM),
non-local means (NLM).

I. INTRODUCTION

N

ON-LOCAL denoising methods have drawn a lot of
attention in the image processing community and chiefly
originate from the non-local means (NLM) proposed by Buades
et al. [1]. Unlike local counterparts which typically operate
within a local neighborhood, NLM computes weighted means
in a non-local way by employing the between-patch dissimilarity (measure). Despite simple in idea, NLM outperforms
some popular filters [4] and then motivates many successors
proposed. Such a patch-based and non-local viewpoint has
become a core of most state-of-the-art filters including BM3D
[2], K-SVD [3] et al., as reviewed in [4].
Along the line, recently, Chaudhury et al. proposed the
Non-local Euclidean medians (NLEM) to improve robust
performance of NLM to heavy (large noise level) noise by replacing the Euclidean mean with Euclidean median [5]. Unlike
those weighted mean followers of NLM, NLEM is its weighted
median variant and inherits robustness of the median filters to
outlier or heavy noise [6]. However, we find that in its implementation, NLEM adopts two different kinds of between-patch
measures: one is the Euclidean norm in the definition of the
Euclidean median and the other is its squares in the definition of
weight computation. In fact, measures are often task-dependent
[7] and yield different robustness. Thus in NLEM, such a joint
use of inconsistent measures likely discounts its robustness in
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denoising (as confirmed in our experiments). The observation
motivates us to propose an improved NLEM (INLEM) to eliminate such an inconsistency. Overall, our main contributions
can be summarized as follows:
1) We point out and analyze the inconsistency of the two kinds
of between-patch measures used in NLEM.
2) We develop a new non-local median filter (INLEM) with
consistent measures and obtain encouraging denoising
effect.
3) For the iterative algorithm of both NLEM and INLEM, we
give a quite concise convergence proof.
The rest of this letter is structured as follows: In the next
section, we briefly review the related works including NLM and
NLEM. Then in Section III, we develop INLEM and give our
convergence proof for the iterative algorithm. In Sections IV
and V, we provide experiments to demonstrate the advantages
of our filter and a brief conclusion, respectively.
II. RELATED WORKS
A. Non-Local Means (NLM)
Like literatures [1]–[5], we also focus on the Gaussian noise
is an observed
with mean zero and variance . Suppose
is its corresponding noise-free image to be
(noisy) image,
denote the gray value of pixel in
the
recovered. Let
and
are simimage patch centered at pixel in .
is estimated as a weighted
ilarly defined. In NLM [1],
and
mean of other pixels in a non-local search window in
the weight between pixels and is defined by the similarity
between patches
and . Algorithm 1 describes the implementation flowchart of NLM.
Algorithm 1 Non-Local Means (NLM)
Input:Noisy image

and paramers

.

Output: Denoised image .
Step 1: Extract patch with radius around every pixel
.
Step 2: For every pixel , do
for
a) Set
.
every
b) Find
.
the value of the center pixel
c) Assign
in .
is the search window centered at pixel
and dewhere
is the
note the radii of the window and patch respectively.
Euclidean norm.
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Note that Euclidean mean (or mean for short) [6] is actually a
closed-form solution to Step 2(b). Thus, operating Step 2(b)–(c)
can lead to the following (closed-form) weighted mean:

(1)
which is just the mean of NLM proposed in [1].
Although NLM has been proved to achieve state-of-the-art
involved are
denoising effect in most cases [4], the weights
all based on noisy image and thus naturally affect final performance especially in heavy noise, which motivated Chaudhury
et al. to propose NLEM [5].
Fig. 1. The denoising effects on image “Pat” at
: (a) Original image;
(b) PSNR values; (c) SSIM values; The method noise for (d) NLM, (e) NLEM
and (f) INLEM respectively.

B. Non-Local Euclidean Medians (NLEM)
Aiming to enhance the denoising ability of NLM for heavy
noise, more recently, Chaudhury et al. proposed NLEM filter
[5]. Only difference from NLM, instead of computing the Euclidean mean in Step 2(b), is that NLEM computes a minimizer
defined as follows:
by optimizing Step
(2)
while all the other steps of NLEM keep unchanged.
Reference [5] has shown that the minimizer in (2) is more
robust than the Euclidean mean derived from Step 2(b) and is
called the Euclidean median (or median here for short) [6]. It is
such a median that NLEM obtains stronger robusness to heavy
noise than NLM [5]. Among many existing methods of computing the median, the Weiszfeld algorithm [8], [9] is deemed
as the simplest and comonly-used one [5]. Concretely, the algoto seek the next iterarithm starts from a current estimate
tive solution by optimizating the following:
(3)
Actually this is exactly an iteratively reweighted least squares
(IRLS) problem which yields the following result

(4)

and speedup the iterations, ChaudTo avoid
hury et al. borrow the recent idea from [10], [11] to regularize
(4) by adding a small positive bias and form the regularized
iteration (5):

(5)

where tends to 0 in monotonous decreasing way. Compared
with the Weiszfeld algorithm, [5] has empirically shown that the
iterative algorithm (5) gets faster convergence, typically just 3
to 4 steps.

As a median variant of NLM, NLEM obtains better performance in removing heavy noise.
III. IMPROVED NON-LOCAL EUCLIDEAN MEDIANS (INLEM)
A. Motivation of Algorithm
By using the Euclidean norm to replace its squares in Step
, NLEM obtains stronger robustness. However, similar to
Step 2(a) in NLM, the weights in NLEM are still based on the
squared Euclidean norm. In fact, according to [7], measures are
often task-dependent and different measures can yield robustness to different degrees. Thus such measure inconsistency in
NLEM could result in a possibly-discounted effect in denoising
heavy noise, which motivates us attempt to mitigate such an
adverse effect by removing the inconsistency. A naive idea is
using the Euclidean norm to replace its squares in computing
the weights. That is, Step 2 (a) of Algorithm 1 (please note that
this step is the same in both NLM and NLEM) is substituted by
(6)
Now we call this measure-consistent version of NLEM as
INLEM. In such two non-local median filters, except that Step
is different, the rest steps are the same.
To illustrate feasibility of INLEM, we conduct a preliminary
denoising test on the synthetic image “Pat” which is generated
by running command imread (’testpat1.png’) in Matlab
to the
7.11 (MathWorks Co.). We first add noise with
image and then compare the corresponding denoising effects
of NLM, NLEM and INLEM (more experiments and specific
parameter settings will be provided in Section 4).
Three frequently-used evaluation indexes of measuring denoising effect, including PSNR, Structural Similarity (SSIM)
[12] and the method noise [1], [4], are respectively shown in
Fig. 1. From both PSNR and SSIM, it can be found that INLEM
obtains the best effect among the three filters involved in this
condition. Meanwhile, the method noise for INLEM displays
the least structural features visually, meaning that INLEM has
relatively stronger ability in preserving details.
Before carrying out more comprehensive comparative experiments, let us elaborate rationality of consistent measures from
an optimization objective viewpoint.
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B. Theoretical Analysis of Consistency

Then, according to the optimality of
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, we have

In terms of the non-local denoising framework proposed in
[13], [14], a non-local filtering model can be formulated as the
following optimization problem:

(7)
is a set of the weights,
is
where
and
are
a constant,
data-dependent term and regularization term (based on Shannon
is a trade-off parameter between
entropy) respectively.
the two terms.
to solve
To solve the problem (7), we initially set
and then fix
to solve . Consequently, the solution to
the problem can be conducted in two following steps S1–2:
(8)
(9)
Now it can be observed that the measures in the above two
. In particular,
steps are consistent and both defined by
and
, the above two-steps respecwhen set
tively turn back to Step 2(a) and (b) in Algorithm 1. Thus NLM
obtains an interpretation in terms of such a non-local filtering
model. However, an inconsistency will be invoked when using
the same model to interpret NLEM: on one hand, NLEM adopts
the squared Euclidean norm to compute the weights, i.e.,
in (8); on the other hand, NLEM adopts Step
in (2) to comin (9). It is very inconsistency that
pute the median, i.e.,
makes it possible to further improve NLEM in denoising.
To derive a more robust non-local median filter with consisand
in (7), then get the cortent measures, we set
responding solution in terms of (8) and (9) which exactly corresponds to Step
in (6) and Step
in (2) respectively.
That is, the newly-obtained optimization result just equals to
INLEM, which coincides with our naive intuition.
[15] has shown that for any nonzero vectors
C. Convergence Proof
Equation (5) is used both in NLEM and INLEM to iteratively
solve (2) for the Euclidean median. And a related convergence
proof has been shown in [11] in a more elaborate way. However,
as stated in [5], the iterative algorithm discussed in [11] is “a
particular flavor” of (5). In this letter, we will provide a quite
concise convergence proof for (5) and summarize in Theorem
I.
Theorem I: The objective value in (2) always monotonically
decreases in terms of iteration (5) until convergence.
Proof: For convenience, suppose that all image patches in
this formulation are represented as corresponding row vectors.
This way, (5) can equivalently be reformulated as

where

is an arbitrary number. Thus we have
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF NLM, NLEM AND INLEM
AND SSIM, AT NOISES LEVELS

IN

TERMS

OF

PSNR

provide a concise convergence proof for the iterative algorithm
used in both NLEM and INLEM.
As a non-local filter, INLEM shares high computational
cost with both NLM and NLEM. However, fortunately, some
speeding-up algorithms for NLM, like [17], [18], have recently
been designed. These strategies can likewise be borrowed to
speedup INLEM including NLEM.
Similar setting to [5], a wide range of noise level ( from 10
to 100) is used in the experiments here to validate the ability of
INLEM in removing heavy Gaussian noise. However, it should
be noted that Gaussian noise will assume similar properties of
impulse noise when the variance is too large. Moreover, for the
extreme case, a median-based method can likely more powerful.
Thus adapting INLEM to this extreme condition is meaningful
and will be a future work.
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